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30tmi AUSTRALIA -
by m i msnim* doit duhjtm . 
I think South Australia is not only one of the finest places 
in the world in which to live and work - it's on© of the moat 
exciting. 
We've n;rown from a largely rural Gtato into one of Australia* 
major industrial complexes. 
!7e still have room to breathe. 
Adelaide has grom into the most attractive of all the 
Australian capitals. 
And - to prevent it becoming too big - we are embarking on 
the most challenging planning concept since the founding of 
Canberra, the creation of a new city in the Hurray Bridge area. 
jo are preasing ahead with - and already getting ftreat 
success from - piano to get hew industrial developments in Gouth 
Australia and so provide more jobs and great prosperity for its 
citizens. 
South Australia is already - through the Adelaide Festival -
a principal cultural centre. 
Bevelopnonts now underway will ensure that this lead is 
maintained and that we become a "must" on the travel plans of 
interstate and overseas tourists. 
In short, I think we are a thriving, energetic community 
with a sound record of achievement. And the promise for the 
future i3 even more enticing. 
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA -
BY T5S PRBL1IER, DON DUH3TAN. 
I think South Australia is not only one of the finest places 
in the world in which to live and work - it's one of the most 
exciting. 
We've grown from a largely rural Gtate into one of Australia's 
major industrial complexes. 
v7e still have room to breathe. 
Adelaide has grown into the most attractive of all the 
Australian capitals. 
And - to prevent it becoming too big - we are embarking on 
the most challenging planning concept since the founding of 
Canberra, the creation of a new city in the Murray Bridge area. 
r«"e are pressing ahead with - and already getting great 
success from - plans to get new industrial developments in South 
Australia and so provide more jobs and great prosperity for its 
citizens• 
South Australia is already - through the Adelaide Festival -
a principal cultural centre. 
Developments now underway will ensure that this lead is 
maintained and that we become a "must" on the travel plans of 
interstate and overseas tourists. 
In short, I think we are a thriving, energetic community 
with a sound record of achievement. And the promise for the 
future is even more enticing. 
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